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Optical Tristability Using a Twin-Stripe Laser Diode
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0ptical tristability is denonstrated cith a positive feedback systen
conposed of tnin-stripe laser diode, p-i-n photodiode, and transj.stor.
A novel nonlinearity in the lieht,/current characteristics is the keypoint to realize the tristability. The systeu is suitable for nonolithic
.i.ntegration. ilulti-valued logic will reduce the conplexity of inter-
connection in integrated circuitsr and it nay present a nen concept ofoptical conputer architecture.

S 1. Introduction
Optical bistability and the associated

sritching and differential gain on seniconduc-
tor lasers are essential to the optical dieit-
aI conputing. A lot of norks on optical bi-
stability have currently been reported.tl-31
0nly few uorks have been done, horever, on the
optical nulti-stability.

llulti-valued logic offers advantages over
binary logic in the design of digital systens
because nore infornation can be transuitted
over a given set of lines or stored for a

given register length.[4] It cill contribute
to the reduction of the conplexity of inter-

electronic conputers. The

delay of inter- or intra-chip
to linit the speeds of VLSI in

because of the decreasing

sizes and increasing chip
sizes.[5] The optical interconnection will
reduce the signal delay problen because the
propagating speed of optical signals is not
affected by the capacitance of the intercon-
nection line and the load.[5] In addition,
other features of lightc?v€sr such as parallel
signal delivery and- free-space propagation

also contribute to the reduction of the inter-
connection conplexity.
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In this nork, ue have denonstrated an

optical tristability using a positive feedback

systen composed of twin-stripe laser diode[6],
p-i-n photodiode and transistor. The systen
is suitable for the nonolithic integration.
ft can be driven even by an incoherent light.
The systen presents several features such as

tristability, bistability and differential
sain by changing systen parameters.

$ 2. Experimental

The structure of the twin-stripe laser is
shown in Fig.l. It has a pair of striped
electrodes cith 2- pn width and 5-&n center-
to-center spacing. The space between the tco
electrodes eas etched to achive the isolation.
The carrier distribution in the active layer
can be controlled by chansing the current
ratio.

I novel nonlinear I-L characteristics of
the twin-stripe Iaser is obtained uhen the

injection current on either one of two elec-
trodes is fixed at a few tens of nilianperes
as shovn in Fis.2.l7J The negative slope in
the I-L characteristics is caused by the slip-
out of the transverse-node pattern from the

current distribution. [7] The nonlinearity in
the I-L curve offers a possibility of the

hysteresis if the output pouer is positively
fed back to the injection current.

Fis.3 shorys the positive feedback circuit
used in our experinents. The principle of
operation is as follous. The p-i-n photodiode

receives both the poeer fron an external lisht
source Pi and from a tvin-stripe laser Po.

The base-ernitter voltage of the transistor Vae

is proportional to the input power into the
photodiode, i.e. VnsocPi+T.Po, where the T is
the transmissivity of the optical filter. The

V6s controls one of the currents Ir. of the

twin-stripe laser. The fr. is proportional to
Pi+T.Po at the low power level, and is con-

stant at the high power level because of the

saturation of the transistor. The saturation
level was adjusted by the collector voltage Vc.

The feedback factor can be varied by changing

the resistance R or the transnissivity T. The

filter, the p-i-n photodiode and the transis-
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Fig.2 Lieht/current characteristics of the

twin-stripe laser.

Fig.3 Positive feedback circuit used in the

experinent. . The In is fixed and the Ir
is deternined by Pi and Po.

tor act together as a light-current converteri
its function is shown for four values of Pi by

broken lines in Fig.4. To explain the princi-
ple of tristable behaviour, the I-L character-
istics of the twin-stripe laser is also shown

in the figure by a solid line. One of the

intersections of the solid and broken lines
gives an actual current Ir and an output polrer

Po. As the Pi increases fron zero to Pi* the
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Po stays at zero. Then the Po junps up to Po,

at PilPir and to Poa at Pi=PiE. For Pi>PiB,
the Po stays at Poz. When the Pi decreases,

Po junps docn to Pog at Pi=Pi*, and to zero at
Pi=Piz.

S 3. Results and Discussion

The hysteresis loop indicating tristabil-
ity has been achieved experinentally as shonn

in Fig.5(a). fn and Pi are a rectangular and

a half-sine eave of 200ps duration, respec-
tively, as shocn in Fig.s(b). The response

speed of the systen is limited by that of the
photodiode and the transistor. By replacing
then nith faster ones, the response of the
systen cill be inproved.

Ihe slope of the broken line in Fig.l can

be varied by chaneing the R or the T. By

changing the slope and/or the saturation cur-
rent of the Ir., other functions such as dif-
ferential gain, bistability etc. are also
achieved. Possible functions are shorn in
Fig.6. Fie.6(a) and (b) shocs the tristabil-
ity and the differential gain, respectj.vely.
Fie.6(f) and (i) shows the cyclic types of
tristability. 0ther figures shoc nec logical
states given by conbinations of bistability
and differential gain. These logical states
of the systen will provide a new concept of
optical conputer architecture.

The functions of this systen, tristabil-
ity' bistability and differetial gain, can

also be scitched to each other by changing the
In. For exanple, the reduction of the Ia can

sritch the function fron the tristability
shocn in Fig.S to the bistability shown in
Fig.?. It is due to the disappearence of the

negative-slope area in the I-L characteristics.

S 4. Conclusion

Optical tristability has been denon-

strated using a trin-stripe laser diode rith
a positive feedback. Nine functions including
tristability can be obtained by changing the
feedback factors such as the transnissivity T,

the resistance R, or the injection current fp.
The present systen is suitable for nonolithic
integration, and it can reduee the problen of
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Fig.4 0utput poser vs. current Ir. for a tvin-
stripe laser(soled line) and character-
istics of a light-current converter
(broken lines). a3 light-current con-

version factor of the photodiode and

the transistor.
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Fig.5 (a) Typical tristability result.
(b) Current In (=30nA) and input power Pi
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Fig.6 Possible functions of the present three-
valued systen. Any of then are selected

by adjusting the feedback factor (T or R)

and/or the saturation current.

interconnection delay. ft can

of optical digital conputer.
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